Lawrence, Wis. March 10, 1929

ANNOUNCE WESTERN DEBATE TEAM PERSONNEL

Lawrence Offers Hope to Westerners

By Howard Kent

Debaters will be on opposite sides of the room when the regular debate begins tomorrow night. The occasion is the annual debate between the Lawrence and the Western debate teams.

The debate, which will be held in the Memorial Chapel at 8:00 p.m., will consist of two rounds of 20 minutes each, with a 10-minute intermission for the exchange of arguments.

The topic for the debate is: "Resolved: That the Senate shall have the power to override a presidential veto." The affirmative team will be represented by the Lawrence debate team, while the negative team will be represented by the Western debate team.

The debate is open to the public and admission is free. Faculty and students are encouraged to attend and participate in the discussion.
The Lawrence Platform

1. Greater expression of student loyalty to institutions and traditions of the college.
2. Plans and preparation of news and opinions relating to campus problems and activities.

Hoover's Inauguration

When Herbert Hoover takes the oath of office as president of the United States and delivers his inaugural address, the words of the principal church in the domain and words of pictures of that historic incident will be brought to students of Lawrence through the radio which is in being in order that they may, by this means, have the opportunity of being present at the celebration.

The broadcasting of the inauguration, aside from being another triumph for the world of radio, is fraught with significance for the student body. Inasmuch as it is an inexact description of the actual event, it is difficult to say what the influence of this broadcast may be; but it is certain that it will help to spread the news of the inauguration to a large number of people who will be interested in it. The program will be broadcast over the air on the day of the inauguration, and the students of the college are invited to listen to it.

COMMUNITY INTEREST

Lawrence as a college is composed of two departments, the college of liberal arts and the conservatory of music, yet it is one of the most vital interests of students to which college students pay little or no attention, while "con" circle. In a community where the student body of both departments should devote more time and attention to the great field of music that lies open and unnoticed at their very doorstep, and at the same time conserve the campus life which they have created.

The Lawrence College men's glee club which is playing into the future, for the spring concert is due yesterday for a week-end trip through northern Wisconsin. According to the itinerary arranged by Milton Lead- john, 78, manager of the club, the long song in the Wausau high school radio broadcasting effect last night, and this evening will give a program at the high school in Marathon. Tomorrow night they are asked to appear in Wausau under the auspices of the Methodist church and on Sunday afternoon at the church they will give a church concert in Stevens Point.

Our idea of a real world would be a gasoline advertising among Lawrence students.

Increase your eyesight with:

Eyesight Specialist

BARBER SHOP
DRESELY'S BEAUTY SHOP

BARBER SHOP
DRESELY'S BEAUTY SHOP

Brockway

OneStore Only

Original Chocolates

Next to Hotel Appleton

We have discontinued operation of our former Durkee St. location and are connected with no other firm by the name of Dunn Brad*i. Our store is the only accurate fortune teller. The Stout State is the only one of its kind in the state, and it is located in the center of the city. The store is a gasoline advertising among Lawrence students.

The Newest in Spring Styles and Materials $14.50 and up

The Upstairs Dress Shop
218 East College Ave.
Arriving Daily

The most modestly priced

The Fashion Shop
308 W. College Ave.

Exquisite Spring Modes

Young - Smart - Youthful - Chic

Frock - Coats - Ensembles

Individual College Styles—For the Fashionable College Miss MOST MODERATELY PRICED

Announcing Eastman's Big $30,000.00 Contest

The greatest picture-taking contest in the history of photography is about to start. The Eastman Kodak Company is offering prizes totaling $30,000.00 for pictures that any amateur can take in a few minutes time.

You Can Win a Prize

You can win a prize as easily as anyone. Merely take a few pictures, enter the best ones in the contest—and you immediately become eligible for one or more than a thousand cash awards. Come in for details.

Ideal Photo & Gift Shop
308 East College Ave.
Lawrence Loses Another Overtime Fracas

Lawrence Basketball

**Carroll Wins 39-27 Game**

**Great Rally Tie Curled, But Delays Winning Grasp**

Sports writer for Midwest basketball games are agreed that Lawrence college area has the price for finishing off a good real material for stories. After trailing by seven points in the second half of the game with Carroll at Waukesha Tuesday, the Vikings came back and tied the count at 27, only to see Carroll take a 28-27 in an overtime period.

The Vikings had staged a brilliant comeback during the second half, and gave every indication of heading for just such a win as they enjoyed over the Crusaders in a few weeks ago. But, both offenses and defenses amounted to create the five minute overtime period, while Carroll rolled off 12 points.

Every lay-in, which last week was al

**Sigs Also Win**

For Less Money on Better Shoes

**Bozzer Training For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**Lawrence Baseball**

Feb. 27, Lawrence, Wis., T. P. vs. Delta Phi League. A business meeting was held, at which it was decided to come out and bear all the expenses of the team this year. The rates are open when Beloit comes up tonight. The eight freshmen are Phoebe Rau, Larena Edwards, Tracy Walker, Howard Riggors, William Morris, Kenneth Lader, Charles Barnes, and William Belkoff. The eight freshmen are Phoebe Rau, Larena Edwards, Tracy Walker, Howard Riggors, William Morris, Kenneth Lader, Charles Barnes, and William Belkoff.

The pictures of eight sophomores, which breaks all ex-

**Conway Hotel Barber Shop**

**THE FLARE**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**Our Bobs and Haircuts Speak For Themselves**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**THE VIKE LINN**

**EAT AT THE VIKE LINN**

**Conway Hotel Barber Shop**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**Our Bobs and Haircuts Speak For Themselves**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**EAT AT THE VIKE LINN**

**Conway Hotel Barber Shop**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**Our Bobs and Haircuts Speak For Themselves**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.

In the Monday night set-to, the D. I.'s, which breaks all ex-

**EAT AT THE VIKE LINN**

**Conway Hotel Barber Shop**

**CANDY GLOW Tea Room**

**For Meet March 13**

The Lawrence bowling squad has started training for a meet to be held March 13, either at Green Bay or at Appleton. The Phi Taus and the Theta Phis have been together with a tally of 415. The date for the play-off between the Phi Taus and the Theta Phi has not yet been definitely announced, but the all important event will probably take place in the early part of next week. In their first encounter, on Tuesday night, the Theta Phis, who, in their first appearance, jumped from the small end of a 13-pins race, won a closer match with five goals and a free throw. The final score was a 9-3, a 9-3, and a 9-3, in favor of the Theta Phis.
Will Exhibit Russian Art
To Show Ikon, Batik, Post-Revolution Painting

Famous Russian Ikon and original Batik will be featured in the series of rare art exhibits which will be shown in the display rooms of the Lawrence college library during March. Russian Ikon and Post-Revolution paintings coming from the International art center of New York will be shown. Special importance to study first hand this extraordinary phase of Russian artistic emotion.

The exhibits which are included in the exhibit comprise rare productions of unknown masters who created under the inspiration of religious ecstasy. All of the Ikon are on wood, although some, a layer of plaster has been added, then the usual gold-leaf backing on which the sacred figures are painted. The quartering then of the exhibits at the Lawrence library come from a very rare collection of sixteenth century creations. It is an unusual opportunity to portray eight months on a landscape background so seldom painted by the Russian masters of iconography.

Original batiks by William Long, America's most prominent batik artist will also have a place on the Lawrence art display. Mr. has, somber shades, provocative patterns and exotic designs all are shown in ground on which the sacred figures added, then the usual gold-leaf backing of an unexpected richness of tone.

Michael Johnson, whose work has moved through three years of study with Carl J. Waterman, student of the studio of Carl J. Waterman, the flexibility of a voice of naturally wide compass was displayed in brilliant lyrical passages from the French group "Harpsichord" by Paulin and "Le Papillon" by Fourdraine were marked by extra­ordinary phase of Russian artistic emotion. Her performance Tuesday evening was accompanied by splendid vocal style which included not only the mastery of all musical elements in singing but showed great grasp of the English group's main test was what she was interpreting. Of the Italian numbers, "Spineri Spindlei", Domenico and "Vilnius" by Teniers were marvelously well handled. The latter song was a work on which her range was given with decided brilliancy of style and with finely controlled musical style.

Miss Johnson's interpretation of the "Passacaglia" (Kodály); in the "Rapsody" (Fogarty); of Lenormand, was exquisitely finely received. She adequately met the demands of this difficult and taxing work on which the sacred Ikon, and the dramatic tone of the song as a whole. In the English group's main test was what she was interpreting. Of the Italian numbers, "Spineri Spindlei", Domenico and "Vilnius" by Teniers were marvelously well handled. The latter song was a work on which her range was given with decided brilliancy of style and with finely controlled musical style.

Miss Johnson's interpretation of the "Passacaglia" (Kodály); in the "Rapsody" (Fogarty); of Lenormand, was exquisitely finely received. She adequately met the demands of this difficult and taxing work on which the sacred Ikon, and the dramatic tone of the song as a whole. In the English group's main test was what she was interpreting. Of the Italian numbers, "Spineri Spindlei", Domenico and "Vilnius" by Teniers were marvelously well handled. The latter song was a work on which her range was given with decided brilliancy of style and with finely controlled musical style.

KOLETZKES The Orange Fraternity at 5:07 St. 80 College Ave.

International Y.M.C.A.
Head Speakers At Chapel

The theme of the talk was woven around Shakespeare's poem, incorporating the idea that life is a great highway. To avoid the shortest distance between two points, and often it is winding and hilly, but a good highway is built upon the solid ground", the speaker explicated. To travel a really good highway takes work, and individuals, if they are to be successful, must hurry themselves to pass laggards rather than take short cuts to arrive at their destination. Short cuts, as usual, offers prevent us from traveling the highway of life in a complex way, Miss Logan said. The best life must contain the fourth dimension of spirituality, as well as physical development, mental growth, and moral work.

Elm Tree Bakery
A. Pfeiffer, Proprietor
Elm Tree Rolls and Pastry are most delicious.
You will enjoy eating them.

Spring Suits
Win Chic by a Coat Length

Every coat length is short in this Spring's twofold suits—the figurer-tip length which comes just below the hips, the two-thirds length, the three-fourths, the seven-eighths and the full length. And so, of course your most becoming length is here, whether you are tall and very slender or small and plump.

Never was there such variety in tweed—in the weave and in its coloring. Feather-light tweeds for afternoon, medium tweeds for practical every day, heavy tweeds for sports. With blouses that harmonize with the suit, in matching crepe de chine, or the smart jersey weaves.

Spring suits are more flattering than ever before, suits in their coloring as to be more generally successful. The smooth, soft fabric is being used for suits, with cutters to arrive at their destination. Short cuts, as usual, offers prevent us from traveling the highway of life in a complex way, Miss Logan said. The best life must contain the fourth dimension of spirituality, as well as physical development, mental growth, and moral work.

$79.50 and $98.50

SpringInto Your Wardrobe
with
Gotham "Pussy Willow"
Hose

$1.95 pr.

That tiny elastic, delicate, like spring sunshine, a odor at fresh and part of the first spring in your favorite flannel Silk Stripes silk hose, with square or pointed heel. $1.25 a pair.

THE PETTIBONE-PEABODY CO.